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Freedom Has a New Face...





Alighting in France’s Provence with the fragrance of lavender in 

the air. Enjoying a good glass of wine in the hills of Tuscany.  

Day-dreaming with the murmur of the Mediterranean in your ears. 

If you make the Opera your travel companion, a whole new world 

will open up to you. A world in which you can enjoy the luxuries of 

a comfortable hotel against the backdrop of your favourite natural 

landscapes. A world in which you have the freedom to go, or stay, 

wherever you wish, while relishing the purity of the outdoors in 

style. Welcome to the world of Opera, Your Suite in Nature.

The Opera is a mobile designer suite in a class of her own. Within 

minutes, she will show you her characteristic outlines, resting firmly 

on her legs in a level position. The teak veranda is an invitation for 

you to come on board, where you’ll be amazed by the luxury and 

detail. Such as the two electrically adjustable beds that can easily 

be transformed into one. Or the boiler supplying warm water to the 

kitchen, the fountain and the (exterior) shower. The hot air heating. 

The ceramic toilet. The top loading refrigerator. The low-energy LED 

lighting from awning to floor. The Opera offers you the convenience 

of a complete holiday home.

Allow this brochure to inspire you as you take in the impressive  

design of the Opera. Note the elegant finishing with first-class  

materials such as oak, stainless steel and leather as proof of the  

Opera’s exclusive character. For more information on the various 

delivery options, visit www.yoursuiteinnature.com

Opera: enjoying  
freedom in style





Your Suite in Nature



The electrically adjustable slats and mattresses with two comfort 

zones are your basis for an excellent night’s sleep. In a single, easy 

stroke you can transform the two separate beds into a double.

A ceramic  

toilet and a corian 

fountain with a 

pull-out faucet  

head that can be 

used as outdoor 

shower. A luxury 

you wouldn’t 

want to miss!

The compact kitchen is equipped with a stainless steel sink  

with a mixer faucet and pull-out faucet head, plus a top loading 

refrigerator with a volume of 36 litres.



The handy storage spaces on both sides  

of the Opera can be opened from the inside  

as well as the outside.

The modular outdoor kitchen contains  

all the necessities for a successful  

cook-out: a two-ring burner, a barbecue  

and a cutting board.





The exterior of the Opera is available in the colours:

Koala Grey Dingo Beige Quokka Brown

The details and illustrations in this brochure are based on information applicable at the time of 
printing (October 2009). The models, technical specifications and equipment may vary per market 
and may be adapted without prior notice. Some of the photographs display models with optional 
accessories. For more detailed information, please contact YSIN.

The Opera her characteristic outlines within minutes.

Specifications
The Opera can be supplied with the following elements.

Exterior Full polyester casing and stainless steel  

 mounting, available in 3 colours. Double back 

 lighting and brake lights in LED. 75 mm navy 

 compass on the nose.

Tent cover Exterior cloth of polyester yarn with natural 

 look. Available in 3 colour schemes. Stainless 

 steel tensioning gear with quick locks.

Interior Coated teak floor and veranda. 

 Finishing in oak, corian and stainless steel. 

 Slats electrically adjustable on two sides 

 (80x205 cm).

Lighting LED lighting in awning (3x), interior (8x) 

 and sanitary (2x)

Kitchen 2 pieces of storage furniture, adjustable in 

 height (2 cupboards, 3 drawers). Modular out-

 door kitchen with two-ring burner, barbecue 

 and cutting board. 36-litre compres sor top 

 loading refrigerator. Stainless steel sink with 

 mixer faucet and pull-out faucet head

Sanitary Chemical toilet with trolley, removable from 

 the outside. Corian fountain with mixer faucet 

 and pull-out hand shower.

Technical 4 aluminium wheels, shock breakers 

accessories and stabilisation device.  

 Wireless remote control double axle mover. 

 Electric remote control levelling system 

 with 3 legs. Electro-hydraulic set-up system. 

 Electric 5-litre water boiler for two mixer 

 faucets. Air heating with floor vents for 

 letting air in and out. 

Dimensions:

Folded:

Total lenght 4877 mm

Lenght (closed,

excl. hitch) 4080 mm

Total width 1825 mm

Total height 1105 mm

Erect:

Total length 6700 mm

Total width  3350 mm

Total height  3400 mm




